acquaintanceship has sprung up, one which takes a year or more tibnoof the earth. IDespite this mental and -physical fatigue, every-

explanation of -how the pendulum and table demonstrate the irota-

the basis for judging the applicants must largely remain grades

quirements will result in lower secondary school standards or that

serious evaluation by those hin academic circles. Under its new

done.

one seemed to have -enjoyed the -day.

thousands who spent the afternoon and evening wanderin- about

open to misuse.

avowedly

by college admission boards will be able to re-

The real danger in an entrance system sulch -as that now

Consider the cross-section of adoles-
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He is Frank C. Simonds, ’36, a licens-

as a result of making a movie which is sup-

office, are only the accessories to the

we have believed one trip of Simonds to

that while he waited for the

thirty dollars per cent of his time at sea.

one million miles is not an exception-

thirteen children, a girl aged nine, and a boy, aged

have noted on the back of the little girl, a

He is Frank C. Simonds, Served On A
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Semester, Cambridge,
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